
dsdlaforce
Text Box
Add "PCD File No. PUDSP181"

dsdlaforce
Callout
With the application being a PUDSP (combined PUD & Preliminary Plan), this drainage report title and content should be a combined amendment to the MDDP and Preliminary Drainage Report For Forest Lakes Ph 2.  















dsdlaforce
Callout
requirements for Full Spectrum detention (WQCV, EURV, and 100-yr storm).Drain time is 40hrs for WQCV, 97% of all of the runoff from rainfall event less than 5-yr storm within 72 hrs, and 99% of all of the runoff from rainfall event greater than 5-yr storm within 120 hrs.

dsdlaforce
Callout
Full Spectrum Detention.

dsdlaforce
Callout
Revise to Full Spectrum detention facility. (typical comment for all detention facilities)

dsdlaforce
Callout

dsdlaforce
Callout
Expand on the narrative.  What it the diversion catchment area shown on the map and is the conveyance anticipated to be a drainage channel or pipe?



dsdlaforce
Callout
Is this a typo?

dsdlaforce
Callout
Is pond C the combination of the two ponds bisected by Forest Lakes Drive?  Elaborate the narrative and revise the drainage design calculation to be a pond in a series.

















































dsdlaforce
Cloud+

dsdlaforce
Cloud+
Must be within 72hrs per Senate Bill 15-212

dsdlaforce
Callout
Revise.  UDFCD recommends three orifices to maximize the diameter.  Comment applies to all proposed ponds.

dsdlaforce
Callout
Per UDFCD "The maximum allowable 100-yr release rate for a full spectrum detention facility is equal to 90 percent of the predevelopment discharge for the upstream watershed." (Ch 12, Section 4.1.2)  Comment applies to all proposed ponds.
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Cloud
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Cloud
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Cloud

dsdlaforce
Callout
Provide emergency spillway
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Cloud+

dsdlaforce
Cloud+
Is there erosion potential from the point source to South Beaver Creek?  Erosion protection may need to be extend to Beaver Creek.

dsdlaforce
Cloud+

dsdlaforce
Cloud+
Show how the OS-1 diversion continues to South Beaver Creek.

dsdlaforce
Callout
Low point of diversion.  Where does this go?



dsdlaforce
Callout
Add hatching in the legend.

dsdlaforce
Cloud+

dsdlaforce
Cloud+
Is there erosion potential from the point source to North Beaver Creek?  Erosion protection may need to be extend to Beaver Creek.

dsdlaforce
Cloud+

dsdlaforce
Cloud+
Is there erosion potential from the point source to Beaver Creek?  Erosion protection may need to be extend to Beaver Creek.

dsdlaforce
Callout
How is this collected and diverted?  Based on the proposed grading this flow drains into the proposed road.

dsdlaforce
Callout
This appears to function as ponds in a series.  Revise the UD-Detention to design as pond in a series.

dsdlaforce
Callout
Update the narrative to explain the hydraulics between the two ponds.
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